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School paradise

- all public buildings (3 schools and a mosque) share the
same collective outdoor space which is completely free of
cars
- cars can be parked along a newly made street
- the ruins of a former school are transformed into a
playground for all ages
- the two new school buildings are facing the newly made
street and therefore the waterfront
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Kontromanica mix

- parking lots are replaced with building program and
improve the street itself. Initially the existing buildings
along the river are untouched, only the parking lots will be
developed
- the river bank itself becomes public area. It will be
accessible for everyone
- the big plot north of the Kontromanica can be used for
commercial program as long as parking is solved internally
- the two parking lots along the river get a more residential
character
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Bazaar by the river

- by changing the traffic system the shopping street is
no longer dead end. It becomes very accessible. Good
accessibility is a condition under which an outdoor market
is made possible
- the market is also connected with a footbridge to the north
bank, students and workers can reach the market easily
- the existing garages can be used as storage facilities

Grbavica parkway

- the museum area will be connected with the ‘Sumarski
fakultet’, so more people become aware of the sport
facilities that surround the faculty
- also people feel more encouraged to enter Grbavica
- this is done by changing the position of the existing
garages in harmony with existing building patterns
- the back of the garages are facing the parkway. slopes
are created on the back of the garages. They can be used
in several ways (sledge, skateboarding)
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